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China’s gas policies cover the upstream, mid-stream and
downstream, essential to the development of the whole
industry
Natural gas policies

1

2
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2020: Three-year Action Plan on
Defending the Blue Sky

Accelerating the construction of gas
storage facilities and improving peak
shaving services

Promotion of Integrated Development of
Ports and Shipping in Yangtze River Delta

Policy
级别level

省内

State

State

State

Influence on the
natural gas market

Drive natural gas
demand higher

Increase gas storage
capacity;
Release suppressed
demand in winter

Accelerate the use of LNG
as marine fuel;
Promote new build LNGfuelled ships
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Environmental
protection policies

1

Promoting Coordinated and Stable
Development of Natural Gas in
Jiangsu Province- Jiangsu

Policy
级别level

Provincial

Influence on the
natural gas market
Stimulate natural gas
production-supply-storagedistribution system;
Drive gas demand growth

2

3

4

Promoting Coordinated and Stable
Development of Natural Gas -Fujian

Action Plan for Prevention and Control of
Pollution from gasoil-powered Trucks. Shandong

Promoting Coordinated and Stable
Development of Natural Gas (CBM) Shanxi

Provincial

Further promote and improve
the construction of natural
gas infrastructure facilities

Provincial

High and strict criteria for
gasoil-fuelled vehicles;
Support LNG-fuelled vehicles

Provincial

Promote substitution of coal as
fuel and clean energy heating
through multiple methods
5
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China’s clean fuel drive promotes natural gas
• Third largest gas consumer globally; but natural gas only accounted for 7% of primary

energy demand in 2017
• Government set aggressive targets to reduce pollution, promote coal-to-gas conversion.
Target for natural gas to account for 10% of primary energy demand by 2020
Primary Energy Mix Target of China’s 13th Five Year Plan
(2015-2020)
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US-China trade war hits LNG flows to China
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Longer-term: commercial discussions at stake

US LNG export projects in close negotiations with potential Chinese offtakers (and Chinese
financing entities) go on-hold
US final investment decision climate on pause (with exception of Golden Pass)
US-China relations largely dependent on Trump administration (wild card)
ENN pulls out of Toshiba agreement (April 2019)
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Possible signals of next steps for US-China relations

- Global competition from other projects (Qatar, East Africa,
Canada)
- Low LNG spot prices
- Uncertainty with timing of US-China relations

- China’s Customs Tariff Commission of the State Council
averts further tariff (March 2019)
- China’s oil and gas majors considering US LNG projects
(Sinopec, CNOOC)

- Trade disputes mainly over tech, energy less divisive
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China records rapid demand growth in 2018

•

China’s gas demand up 18% to 280bcm, driven by need to meet 2018 environmental protection targets

•

LNG imports up by 15m tonnes, reaching 53.7m tonnes. LNG imports supported by Australian, Qatari
production, but sources have diversified
Chinese gas demand by sector 2001-2021E (IEA, ICIS)
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The path of reform from 2016 to 2019
Pipeline tariff reforms in 2016
– moves to uniform tariff
regime with implementation of
8% return
Relaxation of non-regulated
non-residential city gate price
structure.

National oil and gas pipeline
company will be established in
2019

March 2019: Government issues plan
establishing an independent oil and gas
pipeline company with state-owned
enterprises holding a controlling share
and diversified ownership

Target is to have a fully open
gas market by 2020
www.icis.com
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LNG imports higher than pipeline gas imports from 2017

China’s natural gas imports
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China gas industry chain

To liberate upstream, downstream; regulate transportation in
midstream, and achieve market-oriented pricing system

Upstream: Boost
non-conventional gas;
open up imports;
more opportunities for
companies other than
PetroChina, Sinopec
and CNOOC to
participate in
upstream sector

Midstream:
Break
monopoly
on gas
pipeline
network;
encourage
construction
of gas
storage

Downstream:
Continue to increase
level of
marketisation;
encourage coal/oilto-gas conversion for
boilers
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China’s natural gas infrastructure – LNG terminals
China LNG terminal market share
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Third-party access enforcement – two
reported cases in 2018
Jovo’s Dongguan, Guanghui Energy’s
Qidong and ENN’s Zhoushan terminals only
non-NOC controlled import infrastructure
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China’s total LNG imports reached record high in 2018
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China's LNG imports by terminal 2017 vs 2018
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LNG imports into Jiangsu Rudong terminal posted the
largest growth in 2018.
As of May 2019, China’s total LNG import capacity
reached 67.15mtpa.

Source: ICIS
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Room for growth in LNG terminal capacity in
Shandong, east, north and northeast China.
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The rise of independent LNG importers as market players
Case Study – ENN’s contractual LNG Balance
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Investment and development trends of LNG terminals in China

Diversified investors

Integrated industry

Combination of
terminal operating
and leasing

Cooperation

– State-owned，Private enterprises, Comprehensive capital companies

– More companies are involved in the whole industry chain

– Comparatively flexible operation model

– Joint investment in and construction of LNG terminals
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China natural gas infrastructure – national pipelines
National Pipelines Operators
National Pipeline Operators
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No effective unbundling of China’s pipeline network. CNPC has taken steps to dilute interest in
pipeline infrastructure, but still controls over 90% of inter-provincial trunk lines
Questions whether government will opt to create an independent transmission system operator
Government has pushed through measures to encourage third party access, but currently no
obligation and enforcement mechanism
www.icis.com
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China natural gas infrastructure – provincial pipelines
Selected provincial pipeline operators
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Source: ICIS, Company reports

CNPC-controlled entities control around 20,000km and over 50% of China’s provincial
pipeline network
Apart from CNPC, operators owned by provincial governments are responsible for intraprovincial gas transmission
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China gas market development roadmap – future hubs?
Chongqing
Located in gas-rich Sichuan basin and
connected to pipelines bringing in gas from
Myanmar and Central Asia.
Chongqing Oil & Gas Exchange planned to
launch H1 2018 – LNG and pipeline trading. 13
shareholders, including CNPC, Sinopec as well
as regional government-based Hubei Energy
Group and ENN, Hanas and China Gas
Holdings

Guangdong (Shenzhen/Guangzhou)
Integration point for multiple supply
sources: West-East Line 2,3, offshore
gas and multiple existing and planned
LNG terminal projects.
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Thank you!
Charlene Zhou
Editor, China, ICIS Energy

Email: charlene.zhou@icis.com
www.icis.com
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